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met inclusion criteria. Sensitivity and specificity of SQs was best for individuals with previously confirmed ASD diagnoses, and reduced in participants referred for diagnostic assessments, with discrimination of ASD from mental health conditions especially limited.
For adults with intellectual disability diagnostic accuracy increased when a combination of SQs were used. Evidence suggests some utility of DMs in identifying ASD amongst clinic referrals, though specificity for diagnosis was relatively low. In mental health settings the use of a single SQ is unlikely to accurately identify adults without ASD, or differentiate ASD from mental health conditions. This is important as adults seeking an ASD diagnostic assessment are likely to have co-existing mental health conditions. Robust ASD assessment tools specifically for use in adult diagnostic health services in the presence of co-occurring mental health and neurodevelopmental disorders is a research priority.
Introduction

23
The importance of evaluating ASD diagnostic tools in adult populations
24
Research on the diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has to date predominately 25 focussed on childhood. Compared to the number of studies recruiting child populations, there 26 are few studies (e.g. Lehnhardt et al., 2013; Brugha et al., 2015) specifically examining the 27 psychometric properties of tools used in the diagnosis of suspected ASD in adulthood, for battery of SQs and DMs that could contribute to an ASD diagnosis (see Table 1 for a 53 summary).
54
In practice, clinicians and researchers use a range of SQs and DMs to aid diagnosis, 55 not all of which were included in the NICE recommendations (Rogers et al., 2015;  56 Rutherford et al., 2016) . For example, when the NICE review (2014) was completed no 57 diagnostic test accuracy studies were included regarding the use of the Diagnostic Interview 58 for Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO) (Leekam et al., 2002; Wing et al., 2002) 59 or the Developmental, Dimensional and Diagnostic Interview (3DI) (Skuse et al., 2004) , in (c) Make recommendations about which of the measures, if any, might be most appropriate 72 for the diagnostic assessment of ASD in adults, based on current evidence. Table 1 Table 2 .
73
81
Titles and abstracts were screened by SW with 20% screened independently by a 82 second reviewer (TB). SW and TB reviewed full texts of selected articles independently; 83 uncertainties about inclusion were resolved through discussion with the research team. The 84 selection process to determine eligibility of articles for inclusion in the review is shown in 85 Figure. 1. Data were synthesised narratively and risk of bias was assessed using the 86 QUADAS-2 (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies) measure for examining 87 the quality of diagnostic studies (Whiting et al., 2011; Campbell et al., 2015) . The second 88 reviewer independently rated 20%; reviewers 1 and 2 had 96% agreement on bias ratings. 
89
Results
92
3887 articles were identified after removal of duplicates (Figure 1 ). 83 articles were read in 93 full and twenty articles were selected for inclusion in the review. A brief summary of the 94 characteristics of the measures from the selected articles is provided in Table 3 . Japan (Nishiyama et al., 2014; Takei et al., 2014) and four in the USA (Hus and Lord, 2014; 99 Grodberg et al., 2014; Pugliese et al., 2015; Maddox et al., 2017) . Two studies were multi-100 site with participants recruited from the USA, UK and Germany (Derks et al., 2017; Sappok 101 et al., 2017) . Six studies focussed on adults with intellectual disabilities (Sappok et al., 2014 (Sappok et al., , 102 2015a (Sappok et al., , 2017 Mutsaerts et al., 2016; Derks et al 2017; Heinrich et al., 2017 prior to their full assessment, which is similar to procedures in clinical settings.
147
Finally, Ashwood et al., (2016) reported findings using the subject and informant 148 versions of the AQ-50 and the AQ-10. Participants were consecutively referred to an ASD 149 assessment clinic, and had high rates of comorbid mental health conditions. Across both AQ 150 versions sensitivity was above 71% but specificity was less than 38%, and the relationship 151 between the AQ scores and the ADI-R and the ADOS-G was weak. Thus the AQ did not ASD assessment. The low levels of specificity reported suggest the RAADS-R was not a 170 reliable indicator of those who should progress to a full ASD assessment.
171
The psychometric properties of a 14-item version (the RAADS-14) were tested by 172 Eriksson et al. (2013) in an ASD group, a clinical control group (individuals with ADHD, 173 mood, psychotic and borderline personality disorders), and a general population group. The 174 ASD group had significantly higher scores compared with the clinical control group.
175
However, although both sensitivity (97%) and specificity (95%) was good with general 176 population controls, the specificity for comparison with the clinical control group was 177 reduced (to 46% with ADHD) (Eriksson et al., 2013) . Comparison to a psychiatric control 178 group was clinically relevant, but study limitations again included case-control design, and 179 the lack of a consistent use of ASD and/or other mental health assessments in the control 180 group; in addition some participants were recruited online and for these individuals diagnoses 181 were self-reported and not confirmed. (Constantino & Gruber, 2005) 
184
Full and shortened versions of the adult self-report SRS-2 were translated into Japanese (the ADOS), the control group had no clinical assessment to exclude the presence of ASD.
199
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) (Berument et al., 1999) 
200
The SCQ (German version) was completed by parents or professional carers (in the majority (Sappok et al., 2015a The Diagnostic Behavioural Assessment for ASD -Revised (DiBAS-R) (Sappok et al., 2015b) 
236
When the DiBAS-R was completed by a relative or staff member supporting an adult 237 accessing an intellectual disability service, rates of 81% sensitivity and specificity were found 238 when comparing those with and without ASD (Sappok et al., 2014) . These findings using this 239 new measure are encouraging, and a strength of the study is that diagnoses were made 240 contemporaneously therefore replicating circumstances from clinical settings. Further 241 evaluation in other populations of adults with intellectual disability is required.
242
In a study of consecutive referrals to a specialist intellectual disability psychiatric 243 clinic in Germany, DiBAS-R sensitivity was 82% and specificity 67%. Diagnostic accuracy was better in adults with mild/moderate intellectual disability than those with severe 245 intellectual disability (for whom specificity dropped to 34%) (Heinrich et al., 2017) . A 246 strength of the study was that the DiBAS-R was completed by carers, prior to a full 247 diagnostic assessment, and was therefore representative of the clinical process.
248
One study used a combination of the DiBAS-R and the Autism Checklist (ACL) and is 249 described below (Mutsaerts et al., 2016) . Autism Checklist (ACL) (Sipes and Matson, 2014) 
252
In a psychiatric clinic for adults with intellectual disability, Mutsaerts et al., (2016) reported 253 that combined use of the ACL and the DiBAS-R led to improved sensitivity of 95% (when
254
there was a positive screen on at least one measure) compared to when each measure was 255 used alone (91%/75% respectively). Combined use also led to an increase in specificity to 256 88% (when there were positive screens on both measures) compared to using each measure 257 separately (75%) (Mutsaerts et al., 2016) . The inclusion of data collected from people 258 referred to clinic was a study strength. Findings from studies of DMs and observational assessments, are shown in Table 5 . (Lord et al 1994) 266
259
The ADI-R was evaluated with adults without intellectual disability who were consecutively 267 referred (mostly by self or a relative) to an ASD diagnosis clinic in Italy 268 2017). Overall the ADI-R had low sensitivity (43%) but good specificity (95%). In contrast across the subscale domains sensitivity was acceptable (over 60%) and specificity was good 270 (over 79%), with the exception of the restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behaviours 271 domain (just 37%).
272
When the ADI-R and ADOS-G were combined sensitivity was still low (42%). The 273 authors noted that the ADI-R may work less well with higher-functioning adults because a 274 significant number of items rely on developmental history, and so more subtle presentations 275 later in life may be missed (Fusar-Poli et al., 2017) . It was a strength of the study that those 276 administering the ADI-R were blind to DSM-5 based clinical consensus and that a third of 277 participants already had a psychiatric diagnosis. (Lord et al., 1999; Lord et al., 2012) 'highly specific topics'. Limitations in the study design included the small sample size, and 296 the use of archival video data with individuals being diagnosed prior to the study.
297
In the third study Pugliese et al., (2015) investigated individuals referred for an ASD 298 assessment and previous research participants (many of whom met criteria for a range of 299 diagnoses) using the ADOS-2 Module 4, and a cut-point of 8. The study found that while 300 sensitivity was 85% (80-89% across research sites), specificity was somewhat lower at 72% 301 (62-91%). The results were best for women and those with above or below average verbal IQ.
302
Limitations in the study design included variability in the reference standards used to confirm overall (sensitivity 86% and specificity 80% at cut point 8) compared to the original 310 algorithm. However specificity for adults with a diagnosis of personality disorder compared 311 to ASD was poor (individuals with personality disorder comprised 58% of false positive 312 cases). In addition diagnostic accuracy was less for women and older individuals. However a 313 possible limitation to the generalisability of these findings was that less than a quarter of 314 those recruited were female and only 25% were over age 24 years. (Grodberg et al., 2012) 
334
The AMSE was reported to have good sensitivity and specificity for discriminating ASD 335 from other disorders using the ADOS-G or the ADI-R (Grodberg et al., 2014) . Strengths of 336 the study design included blinded administration of the measure, and the consecutive 337 recruitment of individuals who self-referred for assessment of ASD. compared to studies using a case-control design with a general population comparator (e.g. previously. In the current review the SCQ was found to be more effective when using a 372 higher cut-off score in a German cohort (Sappok et al., 2015a) . However when an 373 international cohort was recruited (Germany, USA and the UK) a lower cut-score improved 374 diagnostic accuracy (Sappok et al., 2017) . Where professional carers completed the current 375 SCQ (without reference to developmental history) for adults with intellectual disability in a 376 clinical setting, this showed better sensitivity and specificity than the lifetime version 377 (Sappok et al., 2015a) . This highlights the potential difficulty of gathering a developmental 378 history to support the diagnosis of ASD in adults, which has implications for the choice of 
449
The studies included highlight that performance of SQs and DMs depend on the 450 circumstances (countries, cultures and clinical setting) in which they are used and evaluated. processes. This has implications for international multi-site studies when researchers should 465 agree cut-offs in advance (Sappok et al., 2017) .
466
An inclusion criterion for the review was that study participants had completed a SQ 467 or DM as part of a comprehensive ASD diagnostic assessment. However, in some studies, 468 participants were diagnosed prior to the study and in others participants were consecutive new referrals to a diagnostic clinic. Where participants were diagnosed prior to the study it 470 was not always clear whether the ASD diagnosis was made in childhood or adulthood. This is 
508
This review did not include any existing interview measures of the more subtle 509 presentation of the broader autism phenotype (BAP) (Parr et al., 2015) . Given the possibility 510 that presentations of ASD in adulthood may be more subtle, the potential value of interviews 511 originally designed to identify the BAP for use as ASD diagnostic tools needs to be explored.
512
In conclusion, the findings of the current review compliment the NICE (2014) 513 guidelines recommendations on the use of SQs and DMs in combination rather than in Sensitivity/specificity (cut-off): 88%/91% (6).
Conciseness and utility for case identification prior to a full diagnostic assessment in individuals when ASD was already suspected, were reported as strengths; case-control design (general population comparators) was a limitation* Ritvo Autism Asperger Diagnostic Scale -
Sensitivity/ specificity (cut-off): 97%/ 100% (65).
Evidence of reliability (test-retest, internal) and criterion validity. Sensitivity/ specificity (cut-off) 92% (10)
Concerns about administration blinding to the reference standard (ASD assessment clinic)
Asperger Syndrome Diagnostic Interview (ASDI) (Gillberg et al., 2001) Sensitivity/specificity (cut-off): 100%/ 91% (5/6 algorithm criteria) Some limitations in reliability and validity evidence; general population comparators
Diagnostic measures and observational assessments
NICE (2014) recommended the use of the following DMs for adults with & without intellectual disability; though noted that the measures must be purchased and require training (Lord et al 1997; 2000; Rutter et al., 2003) Autism Diagnostic Interview -Revised (ADI-R) (Lord et al., 1997) Sensitivity/specificity (cut-off): 91%/96% (communication 8; social reciprocity 10; restricted and repetitive behaviour 4) Lead researchers in the field contacted about recently completed studies/ forthcoming publications
Inclusion criteria
Articles published in English
Adult participants (where >50% of participants were over 18 years old)
Participants had completed a structured questionnaire (SQ) or diagnostic measure (DM) as part of a comprehensive ASD diagnostic assessment A comprehensive ASD diagnostic assessment was considered to have taken place if the assessment was carried out by trained clinicians and incorporated (wherever possible) a developmental history e.g. from a family
To maximise the clinical/research utility of this review, evidence of sensitivity (true positives), specificity (true negatives) or receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analyses using a diagnostic threshold was required (Campbell et al., 2015) Exclusion criteria
Studies that only evaluated measures of one of the two core ASD symptom domains, for example, the Adult Repetitive Behaviours Questionnaire-2 ( The SCQ is a 40-item screening measure of current and lifetime symptoms of ASD developed from the ADI-R (Lord et al., 1994; Rutter et al., 2003) . It is an informant questionnaire usually completed by parents/carers. (Sappok et al., 2015b) The DiBAS-R was developed based on DSM-5 and ICD-10 ASD criteria It is a 20-item observational screening assessment for adults with intellectual disability that can be administered by carers without training and is scored on a 4-point Likert scale. **Autism Checklist (ACL) (Sipes and Matson, 2014) The ACL is a 10 minute observational measure that assesses the three ICD-10 core ASD domains of social interaction, social communication, and stereotyped and restrictive behaviours. There are four items per domain scored using ordinal response options of present, partly present or not present. Training is not required; however, it is intended for administration by clinicians with 'ASD expertise'.
Diagnostic measures and observational assessments
*Recommended in the NICE (2014) guidelines on case recognition and diagnosis of ASD in adults ** At the time of publication of the NICE (2014) guideline no evidence on the use of the measure with adults was available that met inclusion criteria *Autism Diagnostic Interview -Revised (ADI-R) The ADI-R is a semi-structured interview conducted with parents or carers which focuses on current presentation and lifelong developmental history. The ADI-R focuses on social communication and interaction, plus restricted, repetitive and stereotyped behaviours (Lord et al 1994) .
*Autism Diagnostic Observation ScheduleGeneric (ADOS-G) (superseded by ADOS-2) (Lord et al., 1999; Lord et al., 2012) The ADOS-2 is a standardized semi-structured diagnostic assessment. It is conducted through one-to-one interaction and direct observation of an individual with suspected ASD, using a range of activities and is The AMSE is a brief observational tool for clinicians about the presence of ASD. There is an online training package for the AMSE, which comprises eight items (including pragmatics, preoccupations, interactions, repetitive behaviours and sensitivities). 
